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ABSTRACT 

In the present work, Cu/CNFs nanocomposite materials have been obtained by calcinations and reduction 
process, which have been named as molecular level process by other authors. In order to obtain this 
material, two mineral salts have been used as source of copper ions, Cu(CH3COOH)2.H2O and 
CuSO4·5H2O. On the one hand, both of them, the transformation temperature has been found and on the 
other hand the influence of concentrations values of impregnation solutions on thin copper coatings has 
been studied. In all cases, reduction step was carried out into furnace tube at 550-600ºC for 2h with 
10%H2/90%Ar flow. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Carbon nanotubes are known for their unique structure, high surface, low resistance, 
high stability and other properties such as their high length to diameter ratio, strength, 
flexibility, and electrical conductivity [1]. Due to these characteristics, CNT-based 
materials constitute a new generation of composites [2]. These materials operate as 
reinforcing fibers for composites and they are optimal raw materials for different 
applications [3].  
CNF/metal nanocomposites attract less attention than CNF/polymer due to good 
interfaces are difficult to be obtained. However, many studies have been focused on 
depositing metal or oxide metal nanoparticles on the nanotubes surface by various 
chemical and physical methods, due to the great interest in metallization process for 
creating new-matrix-based carbon nanotubes composites. Therefore, the electrical and 
mechanical properties of carbon nanotubes may be changed or justified by coating [4]. 
Previous studies have demonstrated that a pre-treatment on surface substrate is needed 
to form functional groups on the CNF surface providing for the nucleation of metal or 
their compounds [5]. In these studies, CNF reinforced Cu matrix nanocomposites have 
been obtained by calcinations and reduction steps, which have been named as 
molecular level process by other authors [6]. Copper as coating metal is of particular 
interest, since it shows high electrical conductivity and is suitable for potential 
applications. Normally, Cu nanoparticles are prepared by electrochemical and wet 
chemistry methods, for example Electroless, which can provide Cu particles as small as 
several nanometers [7]. Often, the nanoparticles are required to be non-aggregated and 
smaller than 50nm in diameter so that thin dense metal layers can be synthesized. 
Hence, these are a significant interest in obtaining copper nanoparticles of small size 
dispersity and to arrange them in periodically ordered particulate material. 

In this work, carbon nanofibers reinforced Cu matrix (CNF/Cu) nanocomposites are 
fabricated by calcinations and reduction process, using different mineral solutions in 
impregnating step. This way, Cu particles size and thin coating obtained over CNF have 
been evaluated. 



2. EXPERIMENTS 
CNF used in the present work were manufactures by Grupo Antolin Ingeniería S.A. [8]. 
Pre-treatment of the as-received CNFs were purified and funcionalizated by HNO3 acid 
solution [5], filtrated, washed and dried at 110ºC. 
The preparation procedure for CNF/Cu involved fully dispersing a certain amount of 
carbon nanofibers in impregnation solutions to room temperature for about 2h in 
magnetic stirring. This solutions were prepared with mineral salts 
(Cu(CH3COOH)2.H2O and CuSO4.5H2O) using ethanol and H2O desionized, 
respectively, as solvent. These inorganic salts are precursor of copper and provide as 
source of ions to obtain the coatings, and the concentrations used, in both cases, have 
been 0.01g and 0.25g in 55ml of their solvent. After, the suspensions or the mixture of 
reaction solutions were heated at 80ºC until the solvent was vaporized completely and 
calcined into furnace. When the samples have been prepared with 
Cu(CH3COOH)2.H2O, calcinations step carried out at 400ºC for 1-2h, however, in the 
case of they were prepared with CuSO4.5H2O, this step was at 300ºC for 1h. Both of 
them, the atmosphere furnace has been ambient atmosphere. 
This way, CuO/CNF formed was placed into furnace tube at 550-600ºC for 2h with 
10%H2/90%Ar flow to obtain Cu/CNF nanocomposites 
In order to know the transformed temperature of inorganic salts, DSC (Model DSC 25 
Metter Toledo) technique was used. 
Microstructural characterization of Cu coated carbon nanofibers was carried out by 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), using a JEOL 6400 microscope and by a field 
emission scanning electron microscope (JEOL 6330F). The composition of the copper 
coatings was determined by X-Ray diffraction using a Philips X´Pert PD P3040.  
 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The thermal decomposition process can be described in four steps: Funcionalizing 
CNF, mixing CNF/Cu salts, dried the mixture in order to remove solvent and finally, 
calcinations and reduction CNF/CuO obtained. 
In order to determinate the temperature from which Cu salts were oxidized to its oxides, 
DSC studies were realized. As illustrated in Figure 1, samples burned when furnace 
temperature was to 300ºC. On the other hand, using Cu(CH3COOH)2·H2O as source 
ions Cu2+, CuO formation was faster than in the case CuSO4·5H2O was used. For this 
reason, calcinations step were carried out to 300ºC for about 2h, by two mixtures of 
reaction solutions. 
 

Figure 1: DSC studies: a) Cu(CH3COOH)2·H2O and b) CuSO4·5H2O. 
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Figure 2 compares the XRD pattern of the CNFs material, after calcinations step. The 
samples obtained used Cu(CH3COOH)2·H2O, they exhibited CuO (Tenorite) more 
crystalline by showing clear diffraction pick than CuSO4·5H2O. Furthermore, in the 
first case, NiO diffraction pick were shown, which come from Ni used as metal 
catalysts in the floating catalyst technique [8].  
 

Figure 2: XRD patterns of CNF/CuO composite material using two Cu salts, 
a) Cu(CH3COOH)2·H2O and b) CuSO4·5H2O. 

Other investigations have proposed a formation mechanism of CNF/Cu using this 
method [9]: 

(1)/CNFsCuCuCNFs 22 ++ →+  

(2)COOHCuO/CNTs/CNTsCu 22
2 ++→∆+  

(3)COCu/CNTss)C(amorphouCuO/CNTs 2
∆ +→+  

In this work, the reduction step were carried out into furnace tube at 550-600ºC for 2h 
with 10%H2/90%Ar flow, without C (amorphous).  
In all studied concentrations values, using CuSO4·5H2O as source of ions, the coatings 
obtained were heterogeneous over CNFs. This reactive do not generate enough link 
points with substrate; do not show a increasing of the thin Cu on CNFs (Figure 3). 
Aggregates of Cu nanoparticles have been obtained, however, these Cu-clusters were 
between CNFs and they will not act as “binder” joining CNFs coarsed. 

Figure 3: SEM images of Cu coating over CNFS obtained using CuSO4·5H2O a) 0.01g 
and b) 0.25g. 
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Cu/CNFs nanocomposites materials obtained using Cu(CH3COOH)2·H2O, the influence 
of the concentrations values have been studied. On the one hand, the minor 
concentration value studied generates Cu coatings over CNFs. However, using the 
highest concentrations value, Cu coatings over CNFs surface and aggregate of copper 
nanoparticles have been obtained. This salt generate additional possible copper 
nucleation points as –OH and =C=O over CNFs surface. 

Figure 4: SEM images of Cu coating over CNFS obtained using Cu(CH3COOH)2·H2O 
a) 0.01g and b) 0.25g. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The aim of the study was to obtain composite material in situ, which involves two facts. 
On the one hand, the copper coating obtained must be homogeneous over CNFs surface 
and on the other hand, nanoparticles copper aggregates must be form. These 
nanoparticles will act as “binder” joining CNFs coarsed. Therefore, the process used 
must be economically viable. 
Among the two source ions Cu2+ under study, Cu(CH3COOH)2·H2O is considered the 
optimal one because it resulted in both CNFs coating and copper aggregates.  
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